With the development of deep neural networks, the performance of crowd counting and pixel-wise density estimation are continually being refreshed. Despite this, there are still two challenging problems in this field: 1) current supervised learning needs a large amount of training data, but collecting and annotating them is difficult; 2) existing methods can not generalize well to the unseen domain. A recently released synthetic crowd dataset alleviates these two problems. However, the domain gap between the real-world data and synthetic images decreases the models' performance. To reduce the gap, in this paper, we propose a domain-adaptation-style crowd counting method, which can effectively adapt the model from synthetic data to the specific real-world scenes. It consists of Multi-level Feature-aware Adaptation (MFA) and Structured Density map Alignment (SDA). To be specific, MFA boosts the model to extract domain-invariant features from multiple layers. SDA guarantees the network outputs fine density maps with a reasonable distribution on the real domain. Finally, we evaluate the proposed method on four mainstream surveillance crowd datasets, Shanghai Tech Part B, WorldExpo'10, Mall and UCSD. Extensive experiments evidence that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for the same cross-domain counting problem.
Introduction
During the last half decade, Convolutional Neural Network(CNN)-based methods [26, 2, 1, 35, 41, 22] attain a significant progress in the field of crowd counting, especially on some research datasets including some surveillance scenes, such as UCSD [4] , Mall [5] , Shanghai Tech B [47] , WorldExpo'10 [46] and Venice [23] . However, current supervised CNN-based methods need a large amount of labeled data to train a counter network. Unfortunately, the aforementioned datasets contain only a small amount of samples so that the current CNN-based methods can not be adapted to the real world. To improve the performance in the wild, theoretically, labeling more data is a potential method. Nevertheless, collecting and annotating congested crowd scenes is a laborious and expensive process. Statistically, for a still image contains ∼ 500 people, the labeling process takes about 30 ∼ 40 minutes, which is slower than other image-or object-level annotation tasks (such as image recognition and object detection).
Considering the expensive labeling costs, some researchers focus on dealing with the scarce labeled data from two aspects: data generation and methodology. For the former, Wang et al. [42] construct a large-scale and synthetic GTAV Crowd Counting (GCC) dataset that automatically generated and labeled by a computer game mod. Unfortunately, the synthetic scenes are very different from the real world, of which difference is named as "domain gap". It results in a performance reduction when transferring a counter from the synthetic domain to the real-world domain.
From the perspective of methodology, Liu et al. [25] propose a learning-to-rank framework via leveraging unlabeled data. By this strategy, they exploit a large amount of unlabeled data to aid supervised learning. Sam et al. [33] present almost unsupervised autoencoder for dense crowd counting, whose 99.9% parameters are trained without any labeled data. However, these methods still rely on manually labeled data to a different extent.
For handling the performance reduction from GCC to real data, Wang et al. [42] propose a domain adaptation method via SE Cycle GAN. Fig. 1 demonstrates this problem, i.e., how to exploit free synthetic labeled data to prompt the counting performance on real-world data. SE Cycle GAN translates the synthetic image to the photorealistic image, which is a visual and explicit adaptation. Then they train a CNN model on translated images, which performs better on real data than the CNN models without domain adaptation. However, the translated images lose some detailed information (including texture, sharpness and local structure), especially in the congested crowd regions.
Inspired by SE Cycle GAN [42] , this paper focuses on domain-adaptation-style crowd counting. Different from SE Cycle GAN's explicit translation, we propose a featureaware adaptation to reduce the domain gap at feature level and output a reasonable structured density map. It consists of a common VGG-backbone Crowd Counter (CC), Multi-level Feature-aware Adaptation (MFA) and a Structured Density map Alignment (SDA). Since the design of CC is not the core of this paper, a state-of-the-art model (SFCN [42] ) is only adopted. MFA aims to extract domaininvariant features from CC, which constructs two elementwise discriminators to classify the source (from synthetic or real data) of the feature maps extracted from different layers in CC. By adversarial learning, the feature maps in CC can confuse the discriminators, so the domain gap in the feature space is effectively alleviated.
When introducing MFA, however, the quality of the density map is not good for the unseen real data. The concrete problems are: 1) some abnormal values exist in the map, 2) the map is very coarse and only reflects the density trend. To remedy these problems, we present a Structured Density map Alignment (SDA), which consists of three components. The first is similar to MFA: it is a Map Discriminator (MD) to classify the source of the density map output by CC. The second is a Self-supervised Pyramid Residual (SPR) learning on the target domain, which can maintain the consistency of density maps at different scales. The last component is named as "Map Refiner", which receives the coarse density map of CC then outputs the fine and reasonable map. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of our proposed crowd counting via domain adaptation.
As a summary, the contributions of this paper are: 1) To our best knowledge, this paper is the first to propose a feature-aware adaptation for crowd counting.
2) This paper designs a Structured Density map Alignment (SDA) to refine the quality of density maps for unseen scenes.
3) The proposed method yields a new record of MAE and MSE on the domain-adaptation-style crowd counting from synthetic to real data.
Related Works
Here, we briefly review the mainstream works about the two most related tasks: crowd counting and domain adaptation from synthetic to real data.
Crowd Counting

Traditional Supervised Learning
Many algorithms are proposed to handle crowd counting in the last decade. [18, 28, 5] adopt some hand-crafted features to train the counting regressors, such as HOG, SIFT and so on. With the development of CNN, a large number of CNNbased methods [47, 37, 32, 20, 3, 29] attain the significant performance. Zhang et al. [47] propose a multi-column CNN to cover the respective fields with different sizes for the images. To encode more contextual information, CP-CNN is presented by [37] , which uses a global/local context networks to assist the counting. Considering that CP-CNN's complex training scheme, Li et al. [20] propose a single CNN model (CSRNet) to encode more large-range features. Cao et al. [3] propose a simple and efficient Scale Aggregation Network (SANet) to output structured density maps. To further explore the deep features, some methods [15, 24, 38, 16] focus on feature fusion to improve counting. In addition to directly regressing the density map, some researchers introduce other auxiliary tasks to prompt the counting performance [36, 10, 48, 11, 21] .
Counting for Scarce Labeled Data
Due to the high cost of manually labeling data, some works [8, 25, 33, 42] attempt to tackle this problems. Elassal and Elder [8] are the first to propose an unsupervised crowd counting via automatically learning how many groups of people. However, it cannot perform well in the congested crowd scenes. Liu et al. [25] exploit lots of unlabeled crowd scenes to reduce the estimation errors of traditional supervised learning. Sam et al. [33] propose an almost unsupervised autoencoder for crowd counting, of which only 0.1% parameters need labeled data during learning process. To completely get rid of manually labeled data, Wang et al. [42] construct a synthetic GCC dataset and propose a domain-adaptation-style method, which does not need any labeled real data. At the same time, [42] presents a novel training scheme: the model is firstly pre-trained on GCC and then fine-tuned on real-world datasets. By this strategy, the model performs better than traditional training without preliminary training on GCC.
Domain Adaptation
For exploiting synthetic data to prompt the classification performance on real data, some methods [9, 40, 44, 45] attempt to reduce the domain gap. With the release of some synthetic segmentation datasets [30, 31] , many researchers pay attention to the task of pixel-wise domain adaptation [14, 13, 34, 19, 7] . Hoffman et al. [14] firstly propose an unsupervised domain adaptation for semantic segmentation, including the global and category adaptation. Sankaranarayanan et al. [34] propose a joint adversarial learning approach, which transfers the target distribution to the learned embedding. Hoffman et al. [13] present a Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Domain Adaptation (CyCADA) for unsupervised semantic segmentation based on [49] . For producing structured segmentation masks, [39] designs a multi-level adversarial network to reduce the domain gap between synthetic and real data. To remedy the intrinsic differences in different domains, Chen et al. [6] propose a spatial-aware adaptation scheme to align the feature distribution of two domains. Benefiting from the [49] , Chen et al. [7] present CrDoCo for domain-adaptive dense prediction tasks, which contains two steps: 1) a CycleGAN-style image translation and 2) two task networks for the specific domain.
Methodology
Algorithmic Overview
The proposed domain-adaptation-style crowd counting consists of three modules: 1) Spatial FCN: a counter network (G); 2) Multi-level Feature-aware Adaptation (MFA): two domain discriminators (D 1 , D 2 ); 3) Structured Density map Alignment (SDA): a map domain discriminator (D 3 ) and a map refiner (R). The data include: source domain images I S , source domain labels A S and target domain images I T , where S and T indicates the source and target domain, respectively.
Based on the above symbols, the goal of this paper is described as three following steps: 1) Given I S , A S and I T , by the supervised learning on S for G and the adversarial learning for G and D i (i = 1, 2, 3), G can predict coarse mapsÂ T of I T .
2) Using I S , A S , a synthetic counter network is trained to predict the density mapÂ S . Then, a map refiner R is trained usingÂ S and A S , of whichÂ S are inputs and A S are labels during training process.
3) Given the coarse mapÂ T in
Step (1) as inputs, the trained R in Step (2) outputs final mapsÂ f inal
Here, we formulate the loss functions during the training in Step (1) and (2) . Specifically, the former is defined as:
where L cnt is the standard MSE loss, L adv is the adversarial loss, and L SP R is self-supervised pyramid residual loss. λ, β and γ are the weights to balance the losses. The concrete descriptions about L adv and L SP R are explained in the next section. The loss function of
Step (2) is the standard MSE.
Multi-level Feature-aware Adaptation
Since there are domain gaps between two different domains, the counter network trained by traditional supervised learning on a specific domain can not perform well on other domains. Thus, it is important that how to reduce the impact of domain gaps during the training. In other words, the purpose of adaptation is to improve the counter network to extract domain-invariant features. To this end, we present the multi-level feature-aware adaptation to reduce the domain gap of feature maps in networks.
Since the crowd counting (density estimation) is a pixelwise regression problem, a domain discriminator is designed to classify each unit of feature maps. To be specific, it is a fully convolutional network, including four convolution layers with leaky ReLU. It outputs a 2-channel score map with the same size as the input feature map. The values of each channel represent the confidence belonging to the source or target domain.
For the feature maps (F i S , F i T , i = 1, 2) of Dilatation and Spatial Module in G, we train two discriminators for them. Through D i , the pixel-wise domain labels O D S and O D T can be obtained. For optimizing D i , we adopt 2-D pixel-wise binary cross-entropy loss as the objective function, which is formulated as:
where O D S and O D T are 2D-channel predicted maps, with size of H ×W corresponding to the source and target inputs, and p(·) is a standard soft-max operation at the pixel level.
In order to extract domain-invariant features to confuse D i , the inverse adversarial loss should be added into the training process of G, which is defined as:
This loss guides G to fool the two discriminators D 1 , D 2 . Thus, the domain gaps at different feature levels are effectively alleviated.
Structured Density Map Alignment
Although the domain gap between different domains is alleviated to some extent. However, there is an intractable issue to be tackled, i.e., the quality of the density map is not good for unseen data. To be specific, the map contains some abnormal regression results and the map is coarse so that only reflects the density trend. To this end, we propose a structured density map alignment approach to refine the coarse maps.
Map Discriminator
Other domain adaptation tasks [14, 13, 39] (such as image classification and segmentation) usually only focus on constructing domain discriminators at the feature level. The main reason is that: in the aforementioned tasks, each image/pixel is assigned with a specific category by soft-max or other classification layers. In other words, there is no invalid value in the prediction map. However, as for crowd counting, the regression model may produce some abnormal values on unseen domains.
To handle this problem, a map discriminator (MD) D 3 is proposed to classify whether the predicted density maps from source or target domain. MD consists of three convolution layers with leaky ReLU and a fully-connected layer. It receives 1-channel prediction mapsÂ S andÂ T , then produces 2-D score vectors V S and V T , which denote the confidence belonging to source or target domain. For training D 3 , the loss function as below is optimized:
where p(·) is the soft-max operation. In fact, Eq. 4 is treated as a binary cross-entropy loss. Like MFA, the inverse loss is introduced into G to fool D 3 , which is defined as:
Self-supervised Pyramid Residual Learning
Theoretically, resizing images with a similar size does not result in dramatic changes of image content. Thus, the counter is supposed to estimate different but close number of people. However, the counter is not very robust under this circumstance. Therefore, we propose a Self-supervised 2), respectively. As a results, the three predicted density maps are obtained, namelyâ 1.0x T ,â mx T , andâ nx T . To maintain the consistency of density map at the pixel level, we need to semantically reshapeâ yx T (y = m, n) to the resolution with 1.0x. As for density maps, the semantic reshaping of px → qx (p, q > 0) is defined approximately as follows:
where r(·) is the image resizing operation. Finally, the loss of SPR is formulated as:
where M SE[·] is the standard Mean Squared Error.
Note that we set m and n as a value close to 1, which guarantees the image content change not much. In practice, they are randomly set in 0.8, 1.0 and 1.0, 1.2, respectively.
Map Refiner
As for the problem of coarse density maps, a Map Refiner (MR) is presented to improve the map quality. According to the MFA experiments, the producing coarse maps is very common in the cross-domain crowd counting. In order to handle this problem, we attempt to simulate the phenomenon using synthetic data and then only exploit the coarse map to reconstruct the fine map.
To be specific, in GCC dataset, the authors of [42] provide three evaluation schemes to assess the generalization ability of the model. Here, we select the cross-location splitting to mimic the cross-domain problem. In this scheme, training and testing are conducted the crowd scenes in different locations of the GTA V world, of which data are very different. Thus, the cross-location evaluation also suffers from the problem of coarse maps. After SFCN is successfully trained on GCC, it is applied to the test set and produces the prediction map. At the same time, the original test data are randomly split into training/validation/testing for modeling MR. The MR consists of three convolutional layers, a de-convolutional layer, and a regression layer. Except for the regression layer, we adopt PReLU to restrict the output for each layer. The concrete architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The final output is the sum of the regression result and the input, which aims to maintain the key original density map.
In the design of MR, the large kernels (such as 13 × 13 and 9 × 9) are used to cover a larger respective field. As a result, MR can effectively reduce the low-response estimation noises and aggregate the high-response region. The refinement of MR is illustrated in Algorithm 1. 
Implementation
Iterative optimization
During the training phase, we adopt the iterative optimization strategy to train G, and D i (i = 1, 2, 3). Another network R is trained independently. The iterative optimization is explained as follows:
(1) G-update: Fix the parameter of D i (i = 1, 2, 3), and update the parameter of G by optimizing Eq. 1;
(2) D-update: Fix the parameter of G, and update the parameter of D i (i = 1, 2, 3) by respectively optimizing Eq. 2 and 4.
By repeating the Step (1) and (2), the anti-domain-gap G is obtained.
Parameter Setting
This section reports the key parameter setting in the experiments. During the adversarial training, the λ, β and γ in Eq. 1 are set as 10 −3 , 10 −3 and 10 −1 , respectively. The learning rates of G and D i (i = 1, 2, 3) are initialized at 10 −5 and the R's learning rate is set as 10 −4 . Adam [17] algorithm is performed to optimize each network and obtain the best results. The training and evaluation are performed on NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU using PyTorch [27] . 
Scene Regularization
Since GCC contains the crowd scenes under some special weathers or environments, training on the entire dataset may cause negative adaptation. To remedy the side effects, the Scene Regularization [42] is exploited to select the proper scenes. To be specific, we fully follow [42] 's setting on Shanghai Tech Part B [47] and WorldExpo'10 [46] . The selection settings on Mall [5] and UCSD [4] are described in the supplementary materials.
Experiments
Metrics
To evaluate the estimation performance of counting, the two mainstream criteria are used: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE), which are formulated as:
where N is the number of testing samples, y i is the groundtruth label for counting andŷ i is the estimated counting value for the i-th test sample. Besides, we adopt the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity in Image (SSIM) [43] to assess the quality of the predicted density maps.
Datasets
For evaluating the proposed method, we conduct the adaptation experiments from GCC Dataset [42] to another four real-world datasets containing the consistent crowd scene, namely Shanghai Tech Part B [47] , WorldExpo'10 [46] , Mall [5] and UCSD [4] .
GTA V Crowd Counting Dataset (GCC), a large-scale synthetic dataset, consists of still 15, 212 crowd images with resolution of 1080 × 1920, which are captured from 400 surveillance cameras in 100 locations of a fictional city.
Shanghai Tech Part B [47] is collected from the surveillance camera on the Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street in Shanghai, China. It contains 400 training and 316 testing images with the same resolution of 768 × 1024. The entire dataset contains 88, 488 pedestrians.
WorldExpo'10 is a cross-scene large-scale crowd counting dataset, which is present by Zhang et al. [46] . All images are captured from 108 surveillance cameras in Shanghai 2010 WorldExpo, of which images from the 103 cameras are training data and the others are testing data. To be specific, WorldExpo'10 contains 3, 980 images with size of 576 × 720 and 199, 923 labeled pedestrians.
Mall [5] is an indoor crowd counting dataset, which is collected using a surveillance camera installed in a shopping mall. The dataset records the 2,000 sequential frames with resolution of 480 × 640. The first 800 frames are training samples and the others are test samples.
UCSD [4] is a single-scene dataset collected from a video camera at a pedestrian walkway. The dataset contains 2, 000 frames with a low resolution of 158 × 238, of which 601 to 1,400 images are training data and the others are testing samples.
Adaptation to Real-world Datasets
This section compares the proposed methods with other mainstream crowd counting via domain adaptation. All methods adopt Spatial FCN (SFCN) as a counter. Cycle GAN [49] and SE Cycle GAN [42] translate synthetic scenes to photo-realistic scenes, then they train a counter network on translated images. Finally, the counter is applied to real-world datasets. Table 1 lists the performance of No Adaptation (NoAdapt), Cycle GAN [49] , SE Cycle GAN [42] and our approaches on the four real-world datasets. In order to show the real improvement, we also re-implement the SFCN without adaptation (NoAdpt) using our code, of which results are close to NoAdpt by [42] . Note that the results on WorldExpo'10 only report MAE and the final performance is the average of MAEs on five scenes. From the entire Fig. 4 shows the visualization results on Shanghai Tech Part B dataset. From Column 3, NoAdapt produces some estimation errors on the background, especially in the green boxes. When adopting MFA and SDA, the aforementioned errors are effectively reduced. By comparing Column 4 and 5, we find that SDA yields more reasonable and finer density maps (recommend readers to zoom in the image for comparison). As a result, the counting values of Column 5 are closer to the ground truth than that of Column 4.
Ablation Study on Shanghai Tech B
Analysis of different modules. Table 2 reports the results of our proposed step-wise methods: No Adaptation (NoAdpt), SFCN+MFA, SFCN+SDA and SFCN+MFA+SDA. The error reductions of SDA are smaller than those of MFA. Compared with NoAdpt, MFA decreases 22.3% in MAE and 12.7% in MSE, but SDA only reduces 11.7/5.0% in terms of MAE/MSE. The main reason is that SDA mainly aims to improve the quality of maps, but MFA focuses on aiding SFCN to extract domain-invariant features, which is the core of reducing the domain gap.
Comparison with Cycle-GAN-style methods. Here, we compare the quality of density maps of our proposed al-gorithms with other methods on Shanghai Tech B in Table  2 . All methods adopt the same SFCN with VGG-16 backbone as the counter network. As for the four metrics, the proposed adaptation algorithms perform better than Cycle-GAN-style methods. In terms of the methodology, GAN and SFCN are trained separately in Cycle-GAN-style methods: 1) train GAN and translate the image; 2) train SFCN using translated images. This separated training scheme can not attain a good result. In our method, the training of SFCN and adversarial networks is applied iteratively, which guarantees the entire models achieve better performance. Effect of Map Refiner. In our proposed method, Map Refiner (MR) is an independent network, which is trained on the testing set on GCC dataset. It can effectively refine the quality of SFCN's prediction maps. Table 3 lists the quantitative results with/without MR. From it, we indeed find MR prompts the performance of counting and density map quality. In order to intuitively show the effect of MR, the density maps are compared in Fig. 5 . According to the comparison, there are three main effects of MR: 1) MR produces finer density maps for the entire outputs; 2) MR yields more independent density region, such as the green box; 3) MR reduces the estimation errors for low-response regions, such as the red box. In general, the proposed MR outputs the more reasonable and finer density maps. 
Selection of Feature Maps in MFA
In MFA, the feature maps of Dilatation and Spatial Module are extracted to train the two domain discriminators. In fact, there are many potential feature maps in SFCN that are selected as the inputs for domain discriminators. In this section, we analyze the effects under different combinations of different layers' outputs on experimental results. To be specific, three types of feature maps are selected, namely the outputs of conv4 3, Dilatation Module and Spatial Module. Table 4 reports the estimation errors under different settings on Shanghai Tech Part B. From the results of singlelevel adversarial experiments, the domain gap can be reduced more effectively on the deep layer (after Dilation and Spatial) than the shallow layer (conv4 3). In the doublelevel experiments, the combination of Dilation and Spatial Module is the best, which achieves the MAE of 17.3 and the MSE of 26.1. When adopting triple-level adversarial learning, the results are very close to that of Dilation+Spatial. We think the deep-layer adversarial training can reduce the domain gap to the maximum extent. It is not necessary that introducing shallow-layer adversarial learning. Therefore, Dilation+Spatial is the final combination in MFA.
Adaptation between Real-world Datasets
The domain gap does not only exist in the adaptation between the synthetic and the real world but also in the transferring process of different real scenes. For example, realworld datasets are very different in terms of scene attributes, cameras, and so on. In this section, we select two typical real-world datasets (Mall and UCSD) to evaluate the proposed method. These two datasets are very different: Mall is an indoor crowd dataset captured by RGB cameras but UCSD is an outdoor crowd dataset captured by gray-scale sensors. Table 5 reports the results of two different adaptation experiments (Mall→UCSD and UCSD→Mall). From it, the proposed method effectively reduces the domain gap between different datasets and attains an acceptable counting result, which shows that our method is important for landing the counter network in real life. 
Conclusion
In this work, we present a GAN-based adaptation method for crowd counting by learning from synthetic data and the corresponding free labels. The proposed method consists of two modules: Multi-level Feature-aware Adaptation (MFA) and a Structured Density map Alignment (SDA). The former module focuses on reducing the domain gap between synthetic and real data at the feature level. The latter aims to produce reasonable and fine density maps on the unseen data. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art performance for the same task. For the future work, since the high-level se-mantic information (such as the structured features of persons or groups) are more robust and invariant than pixellevel features in the cross-domain problem, we will attempt to introduce these features into domain adaptation to prompt the counting performance in the real world.
Supplementary Materials
This file provides some additional information, including:
1) the performance of other experiments, 2) the detailed architectures of the proposed networks, 3) visualization results on the real datasets, 4) video demonstration in the real world.
Additional Information for Experiments
Scene Regularization
In the paper, we adopt Scene Regularization proposed by [42] to avoid the side effects. Table 6 shows the concrete filter condition for adaptation to the four real datasets. In Table 6 , the settings of experiment on Shanghai Tech Part B and WorldExpo'10 are the same as [42] . Inspired by [42] , we design the filter rules on other datasets.
The explanations of Arabic numerals in the table are described as follows:
Level Categories 0: 0∼10, 1: 0∼25, 2: 0∼50, 3: 0∼100, 4: 0∼300, 5: 0∼600, 6: 0∼1k, 7: 0∼2k and 8: 0∼4k.
Weather Categories 0: clear, 1: clouds, 2: rain, 3: foggy, 4: thunder, 5: overcast and 6: extra sunny.
Ratio range is a restriction in terms of congestion.
Generalization Ability on Other Models
In this paper, we conduct the adaptation experiments on the SFCN. In fact, the proposed method can be applied to any FCN-based crowd counter. Here, we adopt two classical crowd counters, MCNN [47] and CSRNet [20] , to verify the proposed adaption method on Shanghai Tech Part B Dataset. For CSRNet, we select the feature maps of the VGG-16 backbone and dilated convolutional layers as the input for Multi-level Feature-aware Adaptation (MFA). Since MCNN only contains single-stage convolution, we have to apply Single-level Feature-aware Adaptation (SFA) on MCNN. Table 7 lists the comparison results on the three different crowd counters. From it, we find the estimation errors are significantly decreased after adaptation. This phenomenon indicates our method can be generalized to other CNN-based crowd counters to reduce the domain gap. Table 8 explains the configuration of SFCN. In the table, "k(3,3)-c256-s1-d2-R" represents the convolutional operation with kernel size of 3 × 3, 256 output channels, stride size of 1 and dilation rate of 2. The "R" means that the ReLU layer is added to this convolutional layer.
Network Architectures
SFCN
D 1 and D 2
D i (i = 1, 2) consists of four convolution layers with leaky ReLU. It outputs map 2-channel score map with the same size as the input feature map. The values of each channel represent the confidence belonging to the source or target domain. Table 9 explains the configuration of SFCN. In the table, the "lR" in "k(3,3)-c256-s1-lR" means that the leaky ReLU layer is added to this convolutional layer.
D 3
D 3 consists of three convolution layers with leaky ReLU and a fully-connected layer, which receives a 1-channel prediction map and produces a 2-D score vector. Table 10 explains the configuration of D 3 . The "lR" in "k(3,3)-c256-s1-lR" means that the leaky ReLU layer is added to the top of this convolutional layer. As for the fully-connected layer, "c2" represents that it outputs a 2-D vector. Table 11 explains the configuration of Map Refiner. The "pR" in "k(13,13)-c32-s1-pR" means that the PReLU [12] layer is added to the top of this convolutional layer. As for the fully-connected layer, "c2" represents that it outputs a 2-D vector.
Map Refiner
Visualization Results
This section demonstrates the visualization results on WorldExpo'10 [46] , Mall [5] and UCSD [4] datasets in Fig.  7, 8 and 9 . In general, the adaptation results are able to reflect the crowd density and predict the number of people approximatively. Note that there are some shifts in the visualization results on the UCSD dataset. The main reason is that the key-point location in UCSD is the center of the person, but the key-point location in GCC is the center of the head.
Video Demonstration
To intuitively show the results on the unlabeled realworld scene, we apply our method to a campus scene. Fig.  6 shows the screenshot of the video demonstration, which is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=O4baClRyjr8. The top image is the crowd scene, and the bottom images illustrate the results of NoAdpt and SFCN+MFA+SDA, respectively. The bottom left value in the subfigure denotes the predicted number of people in the scene, which can reflect the congested level of the scene.
From the video, we find the adaptation can effectively reduce the estimation errors for the background. Especially, Table 6 . Filter condition on the four real datasets. Target Dataset level time weather count range ratio range Shanghai Tech Part B [42] 1,2,3,4,5 6:00∼19:59 0,1,5,6 10∼600 0.3∼1 WorldExpo'10 [42] 2,3,4,5,6 6:00∼18:59 0,1,5,6 0∼1000 0∼1 Mall [5] 1,2,3,4 8:00∼18:59 0,1,5,6 0∼200 0∼1 UCSD [4] 1,2,3,4 8:00∼18:59 0,1,5,6 0∼200 0∼1 Dilation Module k(3,3)-c512-s1-d2-R k(3,3)-c512-s1-d2-R k(3,3)-c512-s1-d2-R k(3,3)-c256-s1-d2-R k(3,3)-c128-s1-d2-R k(3,3)-c64-s1-d2-R Spatial Module down: k(1,9)-c64-s1-R up: k(1,9)-c64-s1-R left-to-right: k(9,1)-c64-s1-R right-to-left: k(9,1)-c64-s1-R Regression Layer k(1,1)-c1-s1-R Up-sample: ×8 NoAdpat mistakenly predicts the bicycle and motorcycle as the head region but adapted method performs well. In addition, the results of adaptation are finer and more reasonable than that of NoAdpt in the entire sequences. 
